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› In 2005, services accounted for 70% of global GDP
› and 72% of jobs in the OECD countries

› …but only 20% of global trade

› Many services may be difficult to trade at a distance. 
Services delivery often requires close interaction between 
providers and customers, e.g., in cleaning, security, 
accounting and consultancy

› Service is typically delivered face-to-face

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Good afternoon.
 
This session is devoted to globalization, or at least some aspects of globalization. A full day would not be enough to cover the topic, so we will try to focus on the effects of globalization in the area of Information Technology services. 
 
This session is the outgrowth of a paper written last year on a related topic, and the discussion in the corridors the year before, at Seoul, on the same theme.
 
The discussions that led to today's session concerned whether outsourcing IT services (to India, for instance, but the same would apply to Poland or Brazil) had an impact on the price of the service, and if so, how it would be possible to measure the effect of outsourcing on the price of the service delivered in the customer's country.  
 
Obviously, addressing this topic also involves related or interconnected topics, like classifications and measurement, which the eminent specialists, like the speakers at this table, will surely address. 
 
Addressing globalization means bringing the subject of trade, imports and exports into the field of the topics of the Voorburg Group. So far, it has been considered mainly that services were produced and sold in the same country, and international trade was rarely a focus.  
 
Global merchandise trade is long established, and still greatly outweighs trade in services, in value terms, but things are moving. �
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› But the persistence of policy barriers to trade in 
services plays a major role in the low 
contribution to global trade. 

›
› Lowering or eliminating policy barriers is more 

complicated than eliminating customs barriers. 
›
› Since 1995, multilateral negotiations on trade in 

services have been conducted in the framework 
of the GATS (General Agreement on Trade in 
Services).

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
But if lifting customs barriers was possible fairly early on—even if not all goods can move through all borders yet—this has not been the case in the services sector—without even mentioning the more specific issue of non-market public services.
 
But negotiations are underway, and will probably be hard to stop. This involves, in particular, discrimination between domestic and foreign firms, and caps on equity stakes. 
 �
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› What services can be imported or exported?
›
› Mode 1, cross-border: the service moves across the border

‐– Satellite TV broadcasting
‐– Call centers 
‐– Financial operation in a foreign country

› Mode 2, consumption abroad: the customer moves across the 
border

‐– Tourists

› Mode 3, commercial presence: the legal entity moves across 
the border

‐– A bank operating in a foreign country

› Mode 4, presence of natural persons: the service provider 
moves across the border

‐– The "Polish plumber"

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
To review the types of internationally tradable services, we can refer to the definitions used in the GATS negotiations.�
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› Mode 3, commercial presence (the legal entity moves 
across the border)

› is the predominant mode for sales of services abroad to 
satisfy local consumers, e.g.:

› – Foreign branches
› – Subsidiaries
› – Retail banking networks
› – Retail chains

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Modes 1 and 3 are dominant in trade in services (82% in the US, 72% in Japan, 72% in France, and 67% in Germany, based on OECD figures). In Mode 3, instead of services crossing borders, what we have are firms crossing borders and setting up operations in other countries, by setting up subsidiaries, networks, or other arrangements. 
 
The deployment of subsidiaries in a growing number of countries is at the origin of globalization in services. 

�
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› At global level, growth in trade in services (in the narrow sense) has 
been moderate, but no greater than growth in merchandise trade 
(1995-2005, approximately 5% annual growth in value terms)

›
› Half is “travel and transportation”:    +3% a year
› Half is “other services”:                     +7% a year
›
› But +10% for financial services
› + 9% for culture and leisure 
› + 8% for royalties
› +23% for IT services

›
› Source: OECD

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
At global level, trade in services is not growing any faster, overall, than trade in goods, but some services are expanding much more rapidly. While Travel and Transportation are growing slowly (in value terms), other services are growing fast, obviously supported by increasingly powerful communications systems �
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Services and globalization

› In recent years, growth of the services sectors and globalization of 
services have gone hand in hand

›
› This arises in part from greater outsourcing of intermediary 

services both domestically and abroad.
›
› Facilitated by: high-speed networks
› scope for digitization of services
› reforms of national regulation
› trade liberalization (OECD)
› global high skill labor market

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
High-speed networks are essential elements for the development of services (call centers for customer management, and help desks for IT services, as well as banking and insurance).
 
Regulations change, and the opening of borders is considered to promote growth.
 
Highly skilled workers are now present in many countries. (Each year, Bangalore produces as many IT graduates as the total number in France.)
 
And most importantly, firms recognize that outsourcing work to low-cost countries can lead to reduced costs and greater competitiveness.
 �
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Services and globalization

› Some countries have become highly competitive with international 
IT outsourcing (e.g., Ireland, the Czech Republic, Israel, India…)

›
› Other countries have indirect gains in the form of

– – Lower costs
– – Greater competitiveness

›
› But intensified competition in services can also have negative 

effects on the population  (even if less visible in Services than in 
Manufacture).

›

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Some countries, including Ireland, India, Israel and the Czech Republic, have already benefited from services trade, and others will benefit in the future. 
With evident effects on local employment (sometimes positive of course,  sometimes negative).
 
  
�
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Services and globalization

› This raises issues that statisticians must resolve:
›
› - measuring service imports (here: IT activity) mainly as 

intermediate consumption
› – either by the IT industry
› – or by other industries in the case of direct imports
›
› - measuring the price, with the question of whether the 

tools available are sufficient.
› And if not, what are the tools to be invented?

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The problems facing statisticians, national accountants and economists are not easy:
- How to properly measure this trade in services?
- How to deal with subcontracting and double-counting in service production?
- How are subsidiaries involved in the measurement of trade in services?
- How to measure prices — import prices, and export prices for the countries that host the exporting companies?
- Do average daily charge-out rates still work in this case? And should the charge-out rates for Indian IT engineers be taken into account, and if so, how?
- If the average daily charge-out rates do not work, what is the solution?
- And what about measuring the productivity of IT services? Who benefits from productivity gains? Who is the most productive party in this system?�
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A brief history of time 
A. Renault operates in “autarky”

Renault

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
To clarify the economic arrangements, I have prepared a brief history of the process. The three slides describe what occurs in outsourcing and offshoring IT services:
 
Initially, in the first stage, Renault keeps all of its services in-house. Renault has employees who not only build the automobiles, but also employees who clean the workshops, and who do the IT work.
. �
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Renault

B. Renault outsources its IT services

IT company A       62.01

IT company B     62.02

IT company C           62.03

IT company D

IT company D           62.03

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In the second stage, Renault outsources certain activities in order to focus on its "core business," to use the standard term. Everything identified as non-core is contracted out to specialized firms; IT services are outsourced. This is the origin of "Computer programming, consultancy, and related activities," which sell services to all other sectors of the economy. Division 62 includes Computer programming services (62.01), Computer consultancy services (62.02), and Computer facilities management services (62.03) comprising facilities, network and systems management. Renault, for instance, uses the services of 600 different IT �
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Renault

C. Renault seeks to rationalize and lower 
costs: an effect of globalization

AtosOrigin 62.03

IT company F in India

IT company E

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
In the third stage, Renault seeks to "optimize" the arrangement, including a complete overhaul expected to generate cost savings.
 
A large IT company proposes to take charge of all of Renault's IT, and to reduce costs by offshoring to a low-cost country, India, where it already has considerable operations.
 
The process is long, complicated, and sometimes risky, but Renault is guaranteed to achieve gains. The operation is also attractive to Atos Origin: increasing its market share in France, employing its teams in India, and establishing a foothold in India—before soon turning toward China, to move into what promises to be a huge market.
 
As a corollary to the move, some enterprises in France lose their client, and employees lose their jobs.�
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Services and globalization

› This will addressed by the following papers:

› Richard McMAHON CSO Ireland
› Roslyn SWICK                 US BLS
› Vera NORRMAN              Statistics Sweden

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now the stage has been set, I'll yield the floor to  Richard Roslyn, and Vera, who will discuss the topic of Globalization and the IT industry.�
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